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University
part of city
parking study
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By Rowena T. Millado
Spartan Dails Astigning Editor

A parking study to improve the ad m essibility of parking
in the downtown area will begin in March, San Jose
Mayor Susan Hammer announced on Wednesday.
SJSU President Robert L. Caret and Hammer have
had preliminan discussions regarding the university’s
role in the d. wsi itown parking situation.
"(Caret and If have been working more closely together with the parking problem," Hammer said. "It is
open to question, and
something we need to
explore."
Independent contractors will be hired and
focus groups will be
formed to obtain a
broad consensus of the
par king situation
in
downtown San Jose. The
study will determine the
availability and cost of
current parking lots and
spaces for the people
who live, work and visit
Susan Hammer
the downtown area.
San Jose mayor
Finding parking has
been a problem for SJSU
journalism major, Heidi
Orunann.
"It is a bad situation with parking," said Ortmarm, who
commutes every day to class from Sunnyvale. "I find
myself leaving for class 45 minutes early and getting to
( lass five minutes late."
Abi Maghamfar, the chairman of the Parking Advisors
.ommission, said that there has been efforts by the uts
to ease the parking back up at SJSU. Maghamfar said
that a downtown employee program, called DESPA, had
been extended to SJSU students.
DESPA provides a discounted parkingT-Re for SJSU
students at the Second and San Carlos streets garage.
"At any one time, 30 to 50 people from (SJSU) have
taken advantage of the program," Maghamfar said.
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Eighty -year -old African -American historian Herbert Aptherker discusses the progress he has witnessed African
Americans make during his lifetime with Kweku Shawnn Guthrie, host of the KSJS "Race for the Times" program.

By Lisa Brown
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

He was the controversial AfricanAmerican historian on last night’s
segment of the K.SJS program. "Race
fin- the Times," hosted by Kwekti
Guthrie.
To characterize him as outspoken
is an understatement.
lit’ called Clarence Thomas "the
monster of the Supreme Court."
Ile denounced most textbooks

for failing to write that Abraham
Lincoln once said that without
African-Americans, the Civil War
could not have been won.
"(Whites) won’t print that," he
said.
The image in most minds at this
moment is probably stereotypical.
An African -American history professor automatically means he has
dark chocolate to cinnamon skin,
black or brown kinky or wavy hair,

and is a man who has lived a life full
of rad ist experiences.
However, in
plain English,
Herbert Aptheker is an 80-year-old
Jewish white man and an expert on
Hack history, respected by African American historians and professors
,icross
on
and
the
nation,
Wednesday night, he spoke for an
hour and 15 minutes al >out everything from the origins m if Black
Regents’
History Month to the

vote against affirmative act it
Farrakhan
He said Nation id Islam learlei
Louis Farrakhan is danger me,
because of his organi/anonal
He said Farrakhan us..s
t i-ser itic hate to divert attention In MI I lie
real problems: racism. die exploitation of African-Anwt u iris and the
ghetto.

,9

See Aptheker, page 4
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SJSU accelerating Internet access
By Heather L. Haas
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

At SJSU, in the heart of Silicon
Valley, students are demanding more
from their university in the area of
computer technology and Internet
access, preferably at a minimal cost.
But university officials say the main
problem SJSU has faced is that computer technology has grown faster than
the university could handle. Although
Internet accounts are available, there
are still problems to be fixed with limited resources.
"What people don’t seem to understand is what this campus is asking
costs a lot of money," said Howard

Sanders. computer center accotuns
manager.
Sanders said there are two basic
types of Internet accounts available to
SP.! students.
The VM system, an IBM 390 mainframe, which provides e-mail and complete Internet access; however, the system does not have graphic capabilities.
While the system is relatively secure.
students have experienced a great deal
of problems with it.
Jody Humes, an English major, is
one student who said she has experienced frustrations with the VM system.
"1 have the highly acclaimed computer account on paper. However, in

San Jose works to put
school districts on-line

practice its another scenario," Humes
said.
The second type of account is
UNIX, a multitasking system that,
unlike VM, possesses graphic capabilities and allows students to use Internet
features such as the World Wide Web
and graphic -rich programs such as
Netscape.
The main flaw with the UNIX system
is that it is less secure than VM and
reqnires a high powered modem to
operate it.
SJSU students can obtain either
account free of charge from the computer center. However, these accounts
See Internet, page 4

hooked up, and according to a
Jan. 23 fax from Hammer’s
office, all 30 campuses from the
San Jose Unified. Campbell,
Eastside Union and Fremont
school districts will be on-line
by this March.
"San Jose is unique among
all California cities for a mayor
to allot $1 million of city funds
toward getting its schools online," said SJEN Executive

By William jeske
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose Mayor Susan
Hammer announced in her
January 1994 city address that
by January 1997 all 30 San Jose
high schools would be on-line.
but the San Jose Education
Network (SJEN). to whom she
delegated the project, had a
power surge in its operating system.
Already 17 campuses are

See On-line, page 4

Last semester’s graduates give Clark Library gift of CD-ROM workstation
By William jeske
Sperm Deily Staff Writer

What hasn’t happened in OVel it century
for SJSU has happened once again. Last
semester’s graduates presented SJSU with
the gift of a CD-ROM workstation, the first
gift since the senior class of December
1886 donated a tree that still stands near
Dwight Bentel Hall.
Last year, the 12-member Senior
Enhancement Campaign Committee
(SECC) raised funds from students, parents and alumni to present Clark library
with a CD-ROM carousel-style workstation.
It will include two types of encyclopedias,
two dictionaries and five other reference
tools totaling $7,885.55, said Rosemary

Thorne. head of the reference depai
mem.
SECC chairwoman Angee Ortega said
the group raised $15,000 for the hardware
and software, with about $3,000 left over
to go toward next year’s senior gift.
SECC members originally said they
wanted to give a World Wide Web workstation, but there weren’t enough funds
for both.
Ortega said committee members brainstormed about five ideas and isolated
those which were "realistic."
Kevin Grossman, SECC director and the
annual giving manager of the Office of
the University Advancement, said the idea
for a senior class gift came about when he

Sp
SPEED READ

and his supervisor...ths sdh,a siitc,it
of development, notcd that odic’ unicisr
ties have class Os. win nor
The first SEC( meeting will be held
Thursday. The group will meet met
weeks until April, when weekly meetings
will begin.
Grsi,,inan said the SECC will decide on
a gift lw February and the campaign to
involve si i ’dents, parents and alumni
begins thc Week of April 15 with phone
calls, letters, banners and fliers.
The SECC prefers to get all seniors
involved in the project hut welcomes the
services from all classes for campaign
week.
last year NS( President Robes
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Bridge makeover
The potential $1.3 billion
cost to rework the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay
Bridge to make it safer
during earthquakes could
make replacing part of it
attractive, but officials are
not sure of the best
method of doing so.
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of bombs. Hypersonic
fighters soar into battle at
12 times the speed of
sound. Micro-bombs kill
tanks with mere grams of
explosives.
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Ever since the advent of television, politics have been about who’s got the best hairdo...

The trouble with Bob Barker politicians
government’s failure to pass a balanced
might affect you in more ways than
%o n think.
the fits ii
mental Protection Agency (EPA) is just
one tederalk boded department that is suffering
because the elected bums in Washington can’t get
311%111111g th,I1C. If the EPA suffers, then we all suffer.
Industis t. ill not look after itself. It will break environmental laws the first chance it gets jilt means it
can save a little money.
Since October, the EPA has been working at 25
percent of full strength because of the budget
stalemate in Washington.
Without a balanced budget passed, the EPA
cannot plan out its yearlv budget, so it has been
and things
running from month to month
could get worse. Without a balanced budget,
the EPA will be forced to lay off thousands of
people.
In early March, the government will have a $30
billion bill to pay (social security, military and other
benefits). If the government doesn’t have a balanced
budget by then and the Republicans in Congress continue to refuse to raise the debt limit, then our govenunent will officially go into DEFAULT.
If you or I don’t pay our bills arid go into
DEFAULT, then we end up with creditors showing us
our new home a drab cardboard box with a wonderful view of the sewer.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin has kept us out of
DEFAULT for the past three months by juggling assets
held by federal employee trust funds. But the March
bill will be too much for Rubin to handle. And for the
first time ever, the United Stated of America will
break its promise to pay its bills.
The United States’ credit and it’s capability to pay
its bills is the backbone of this country.
I can’t think of anything more embarrassing than

Oil
budget

ation of showmariship.
Politicians are just well-dressed car salesman.
They’re worse than Marine recruiters who’ll
tell you that the mili-

our government, the largest economy in the world,
not paying its bills.
Are Clinton and the Republican Congress

separated
by bi-pai tasian politics, or is
it just r in old stubbornness? Canton is standing by his low
and
the
iremiums,
Medicare
Republicans are swearing they want to
cut taxes and balance the budget. Each is
maneuvering for a political advantage.
Politics have gone from the Abraham Lincoln days
of actually trying to lead a country to the present situ-

actor become president?
Recently, I conducted a highly sophisticated
SJSU opinion poll. I asked 11 students who they
blamed for the govenunent impasse. One student thought the Republicans were at fault,
two students blamed Clinton, three looked at
me like I was speaking German and five students thought both the Republicans and
Clinton were to blame.
One thing is for sure this is not the way to
win votes for the ’96 election. It’s the kind of
thing that will make dark horse runner Steve
Forbes a serious contender.
Remember Ross Perot’s ’I’m not a politician’ campaign in "92? The Republican sweep of Congress in
94 was not a move to the right, it was a move away
from the establishment. And why did we all fall in love
with Colin Powell?
Because he’s not a politician.
American people are getting fed up with government and the Bob Barker politicians. The extreme
example of this is the rise of the Militia movement.
Why is Michael New a hero when he refuses to obey
orders?
Can anyone figure out how the United Nations is
supposed to take over the world when they can’t even
get a little Eastern European country to listen to
them?
Our elected officials better get their act together, or
they will end up losing the public’s already paper-thin
mist.
Jeffrey Nieseis a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

tary is really a lot of fun.
Ever since the advent of television, politics
have been about who’s got the best hairdo. Reagan
was a master at this. In what other country could an

From the Heart

Saying "I love yol" helps family get through rough waters
\// , ,Iii,t is an unpredictable, funny. loving
man who looks at life as a stepping stone
to heaven. When she is not praying or reading psalms, she tries to be around her family. Though
at times picky, she loves to have a niece or nephew
over for milk and cookies at her apartment.
Being one of her nephews, I have grown to admire
my aunt Olympia, 74, who supports me in my quest to
follow God and pursue my dreams. She is a piece of
art, a rose petal that never goes dry.
She is the kind of aunt that always has something to
say Whether it’s giving advice, sharing her daily struggles or just lending at i ear to listen to a nephew’s traffic-filled life.
So when news came that my aunt, alias Tia Oly, was
going to have open-heart surgery, won filled my
heart as I saw a frail, sweet, comical lads; who I loved
dearly, undergo a dangerous procedure.
MN’ heart almost popped out of my chest when my
mother told me about her condition. My mom told
me about how, on her way to the hospital, my aunt
had a close call. At one point, the doctor said if she
had waited 15 minutes more to call 911 she would
have had a heart attack in her apartment. Having
seen my father fight cancer a year ago, memories
flooded my mind, and I could only pray for the best.
The surgery would involve taking veins out of the
her leg and using them to repair clogged arteries to
the heart and was performed at Mount Diablo
Medical Center.
My aunt, fortunately, pulled through the surgery
and her demeanor and swift recovery earned her the
name "Captain Comeback" amongst our family. In
teaching
the process she drew our family together
us the value of loving each other all the time.
A few hours after the surgery; she began exercising
by taking her first steps around the hospital halls.
Eventually, she worked her way back to her room to

stun and liter up all of us who
were worried.
"That’s the fastest any patient
has recovered from that surgery,"
the family was told by a nurse taking care of h,t "She’s incredible."
A sigh o, relief was in order.
Vet, my aunt was not out of rough
waters. Days later she would realize she was not as strong as she
was before the surgery. She could not do all the
tasks and activities she was accustomed to doing
before. Walking became a burden.
On top of things, she had to put up with bad care
at a convalescent home. Despite her strong will, her
eyes filled with tears at night because of the wav the
nurses treather
ed
breaking
our hearts
when we visited her.
"I have to
trust God,"
she would
say. "He has gotten me through this so far and He will
see me through all the way."
Eventually, her doctor would tell us that she was
ready to go home, but that she needed to be looked
after. She could not bend down or carry heavy
objects, and she would have a hard time buying groceries and washing clothes.
But what was my aunt’s biggest obstacle?
People thinking she was OK. Because she looked
normal on the outside and was walking, many people
assumed she was fully recovered. A few days before
she went to the mall and walked for hours, but said
nothing of her fatigue to my cousin Doriel.

EDDIE
ZACAPA

"It’s not fair." she told us as she
stayed in her apartment for Christmas
because she felt weak. "People don’t
know how I truly feel and assume they
know how I feel as if they were doctors."
At times, many of us in our family
had assumed she was OK, and expected her to be able to carry on. But my
aunt ended up feeling burned out and
sitting on a rocking chair soon to catch

her breath.
It seems as it we do this all the time that is,
assumg people are OK and everything is hunky dorey.
It is because we draw comfort in knowing that all is
going smoothly. But when things aren’t going well,
and we
assume
they are,
the people closest to us
are the

She is a piece of art,
a rose petal. that never goes dry.

Ones

who pay
the price. The reality is, it’s not the outside that
should be analyzed but the inside. We are not going
through what she is, and we need to have more empathy.
It was a bit frustrating not having my Tia Oly at the
family Christmas party because we loved her so much
and we wanted her to have a great Christmas with the
family. But the best gift that we could offer her was to
understand what she was going through, and give her
our love.
My aunt is trying to live her life to the fullest; in
doing so she may appear to be doing OK, but on the
inside she is malting a superhuman effort to please

others out of love. So, we needed to give some of
that love back.
She taught us the value of saying, "I love you," and
that the bottom line is we should be willing to love
people all the time. This admirable lady once again
taught us a lesson: That we need to learn to trust people and humble ourselves to give them a hand. WIIN
Because we love them.
"My nieces are like little angels," she said of II1N
cousins Doriel, Danette and Michelle, who visit her
regularly. "They always have looked after me. I love
them very much; we need to stay united in love."
We all are its awe of my aunt’s speedy recovery and
how she magically united us.
"It’s like when tough times come, we always draw
closer," my brother Roger said. "I wish we could
always be this close,"
And so do I. That’s why it’s important to keep in
touch with all of our families’ lives by giving them a
call and visiting them throughout the year. We too
easily forget about our family as we go to school,
work, and the worries of life consume our time
clogging up our desire to love them.
If I knew I wasn’t there for one of my family members when they needed me the most, I would feel like
a rotten apple. My aunt’s surgery taught us that we
don’t have to be sick or in deep trouble to be loved,
but that we need to be a family at all times.
Whenever my aunt invites me over to have milk
be there.
and cookies,
Eddie Zacapa is a Spartan Daily Staff Columnist.
His column appears every Thursday.

Letters to the Editor

Nixon should not
be lionized
The current iii dia controversy
about Richard Nixon caused by
Oliver Stone’s film is certain to
ignore some very important
things.
Nixon in his campaign speeches
promised to end the Vietnam war.
Instead, he escalated that war, and
it continued for four more years.
bombed
secretly
Nixon
Cambodia. This massive carpetbombing of the Cambodian countryside caused hundreds of thousands of deaths, and increased
peasant support for the murderous Pot Pot. It helped facilitate the

genocide that occurred later in
Cambodia.
Nixon and Kissinger made no
secret of their dislike of the democratically elected government of
Chile.
in
Salvador Allende
Through economic pressure and
CIA activities, this government was
overthrown, and the right-wing
dictator, Pinochet, was brought to
power. Thousands of students,
intellectuals, union organizers
and, people who tried to help the
poor were arrested, tortured and
killed.
Watergate, which receives nearly
all the publicity, is really a small
incident in comparison to these
events.
In a sane and decent society,
instead of being lionized in death

by the media, Richard Nixon
should have been tried while still
living for the tremendous crimes
both
in
humanity
against
Cambodia and Chile!
Gary Stiffly in it igh

Prop. 197 is good
for public safety
Proposition 197 should he
judged by what it is. Simply put, it
is a measure to resume management of the state’ s overgrown
mountain lion population
something it has been barred from
doing either by law or by lawsuit
since the early ’70s.
The opponents of this measure

are falsely trying to portray it as a
repeal of the "hunting ban"
included in Proposition 117 of
1990, but that is a very misleading
representation. Proposition 117
banned all proactive management
tools for the Department of Fish
and Game, and only allows the
department to react after a lion
has either attacked someone, or
injured someone’s pet or other
domestic animal. I cannot conceive of any wildlife biologist concerned with species balance that
would consider this an acceptable
management tool.
Proposition 197 would more
appropriately be labeled as a
repeal of the management ban
placed on the species. It does not
even address the issue of hunting

anywhere in the proposed law, but
rather allows the Department of
Fish and Game to propose whatever management tools it feels are
necessary after it completes its
three-year study. Then the Fish
and Game Commission will hold
public hearings, and consider the
proposed management plan in
relation to both science and public
opinion before adopting all or
part of it.
I don’t know what will come out
of the three-year study of the
species, and neither do the experts
at the Department of Fish and
Game. All I know is that they need
to be given the responsibility and
the tools to manage this predator
species in conjunction with every
other species that it preys upon.

Without this ability, many of the
other species that the Department
of Fish and Game is trying to manage are being put at serious risk,
including big horn sheep, elk and
deer herds.
If you want to return public safety and species balance to wildlife
management in California, I urge
you to support and vote yes
Proposition 197 on the March
1996 ballot.
Gordon Van Vleck,
Former Secretary for Resources
State of California
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15U:s Weekly Calendar
Delta Sigma Pi
"Meet the r Impter.Sp.m.
Busieless Cla.xsrr ioms, Rm. 004.
Call 943-4748.

TODAY
Akbayan of SJSU
Folk dance orientation.
tip.m. Student Union,
third floor. Call 534-1140.

Delta Zeta Sorority
Dninei .11141 brrwlit lg. fir) in
Meet at Ifelui Zet,i
( 1:L111.’92-U.549.

The American Society of
Civil Engineer; ; Associated
General Contractors
"Bi-Aluicial Ice Breaker"
(with tree food and drinks)
5:30p.m. Engineering Bldg.,
Rm. 150. Call 924-3865.

Gamma Zeta Alpha.
Ret rumnent and into table.
8a.m.-Ip.m. Student Union.
(all 29r-7952.

Asian American
Christian Fellowship
’What’s so Different about
Christianity?". by Ken Fong.
730p.m. Student thlion,
Costanoan Rm. Call 286-6427.
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
Rush event (showing movie
"Bio-Dome.") 6:30p.m. Meet
at 282 S. 10th St.
Call 629-7044.

1

Crusade for Christ
517gitirlife." 8p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call 294-4249.
Chi Pi Sigma (Co-ed fraternity for those interested in law
enforcement).
Rush table. lia.m.-12rioon.
MacQuarrie Hall, Fifth floor.
Calf 998.8453.
1W1100PSn5’e
1)eadline is 51,1711W,.

Hispanic Business Association
Meeting. 530p.m. Business
aassrooms, Rni.104.
Call 383-8569.

liefore

Sigma Theta Psi
1001111,mm’ table.11:30a.m.2p.m. Student L’Ition.
Call 238-3827.
SJSU Annual Fund
Senior enhancemeirt campaign meeting. tip.m.-7p.m.
Alumni Association (next to
U.P.D). Call 9241136.
Student Health Services
Seminar: "Birth Control
Matters,"
featuring the Brady Bunch’s
Maureen McCormick 4p.m.5p.m. Engineering Bldg.,
Rm. 109. Call 924-6117.
Television Education Network,
San Jose Medical Center, and
Student Health Services
Broadcast of "Birth Control
Matters." 12:15p.m.-1p.m.
Call 9246117.

FRIDAY

Human Resource
Management Association
Orientation meeting.
4:30p.m.43p.m. Student
Union, Orstanoan Rita
Can 243-7294.

Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
Rush event, ("Rock ’n’
Tacos"). 7p.m. Meet at Beta
house, 282 S. 10th St.
Call 629-7044.

LM.S. Mariachi Workshop
Traditional Mexican music
workshop. 7p.m.-9:80p.m.
Music Bldg., Rm. 186.
Call 9244675.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
’Welcome Day." 2:30p.m.5p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm.,
Call 225-2224.

The Listening Hour
"My Favorite Chopin," with
Dr. Alfred Kanwischer on
piano. 12:30p.m.-1:15p,m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall,
Call 9244631.

Fendng Club
Meeting and practice.
5:30p.m.-7:30p.m. Spartan
Complex,Rm. 089.
19.
Call

II,, 1111,,t man. on in ...act tlas
(LIVS

Sigma Omicron Pi
Rush ese-nt ("Come meet the
sisters") 7p.1l1. Sweeney Hall.
Rm. to be announced.
Call 924-8420.

thli, ati, in. F.tryn,

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Re( I (Mittel I
id ’lamination
table.
Student
Union. Call 297-7952.
InterFaith Council
Conference/planning meeting, ("Religions and the
Mutual Sean h for Global
Responsibility"). 9a.m.-10a.m.
Student Union, Montalvo kin.
Call 292-0535.
International Students
Conversational English groups
(Informal sessions to pt at tit e
spoken English skills I p.m.Sp.m. and 3p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rio.
Call 2744740.
Latter-Day Saints
Students Association
"Friday Forum," (with games
and food). 12:30p.m. San Jose
Institute, 665. Seventh St.
Call 286.3313.
M.EatA.
Social meeting. 2p.m.
WahlquistLibrary, third floor.
Call 244.2565.
Filipino Engineering and
Science Otswrvizistion
First general meeting. Spin.
Student Union, Mon talvo Rm.
Call 2745256.
Sigma Lambda Mu Fraternity
Recruitment/informational
meeting. 11p.m.-Sp.m.
Student Union, front.
Call 92443015.
Stars auk*
Volunteer training for ice skat
log with differently abled children. 4:30p.rn. Ice Centre of
Sim Jose, 15003. 10th Sr
Call 292-6745

wa,ii, CM,I. W,1,12,, I 111,1111\1A,, Spai ta Guide is tree and available iii students, la, Ulf\ rs: stall ass,
available at 1)BI-1209. Et It 1, ,111Is be edited to allow for space restrictions.
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Air Force prepares for war of the future
1\ \ SHINGTON
(Al’)
Lrunanned bombers attack with
laser beams instead of bombs.
Hypersonic fighters soar into battle at 12 times the speed of sound.
Micro-bombs kill tanks with mere
C. Information
grams ot esph
’munitions’’ seek out and confuse
enemy cumin itc s
These are melte, Air Force planners imagine as they peer into the
21st century.
The Air Force already is the
most powerful in the worid. What
it wants now is to find ways to stay
ahead. even as it gets smaller and
MOI it’s gets scarcer.
Some of the answers are
sketched out in a 15-volume
report, "New World Vistas," Air
Force Secretary Sheila Widnall
said Wednesday. An advisory group
of outside experts - mostly scientists and engineers - compiled
the report at Widnall’s request.
"The changes will be as profound as those experienced by the
Army in moving from horse tel

tank or ii the Na, \ in converting
from sail to steam.- the study says.
Widnall said the Air Force is setting aside 111011CV 10 pursue these
ideas, %dud] apply to a broad
range nit \it Foit activities from
using smaller, more advanced
satellites in spat e to developing
better trained r rf lir ers.
Prominent among the "Vistas"
ideas: Use unmanned aircraft to
do more than the spy missions
they perform now; let them take
the place of some combat planes.
Guided from control centers
inside the United States, robot
planes could roam the world with
laser weapons to destroy ground
and air targets.
Although it goes against the
grain of traditional Air Force people, the idea of pilotless combat
aircraft has inherent advantages
over manned warplanes.
l’innanned i raft could be more
stir ’is able. in starters. Shape and
full( ii ii need not be constrained
by .ini kin!. a human body or an

ejection seat.
Gene McCall, who directed the
"Vistas" project, told a Pentagon
news conference an unmanned
strike plane could be designed to
accelerate at 20 times the force of
gravits. or double what a pilot can
withstand: With such. speed of
maneuver the unmanned plane
could simply outfly a hostile missile, McCall said.
An unmanned bomber or fighter also could be stealthier, McCall
said. The plane could be perfectly
flat on the bottom, reducing vulnerability to radar detection. The
landing gear could be on top
rather than on the bottom, and a
simple rollover maneuver impossible with a human in the
cockpit - would put it in landing
position.
Small versions of the unmanned
combat plane could be carried
aboard and launched from large
conventional aircraft - giving
them truly global reach.
For all its promise, remotely

piloted combat planes aren’t likely
to enter the Air Force for another
20 years or so, McCall said.
Even then, McCall said, pilots
will not become extinct. "I don’t
think we’re ever going to replace
completely the manned aircraft,"
he said.
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Democrat wins
Oregon mail vote
Wyden says victory
a sign of things to
come in Congress
PORBAND, (he. (Al’) - In
an election billed as an earls.
barometer for the national political season, Rep. Ron 51 \ den won a
egOit’s
close race to bet t Mir
senator in
first Democratic I S
Bob
replacing
nearly SO years,
Packwood.
Wyden, who survived a dismal
performance on a pop qui/ and
attacks labeling him a tax-andspend liberal, says his victory in
Tuesday’s special Senate race sends
a message to the GOP-controlled
Congress.
"This race does have national
implications. Oregonians are saying that this Congress is too
extreme on a number of key
issues," Wyden said.
In the nation’s first ow -by-mail
congressional dci i’ ti. Wyden
turned back a silting, wellfinanced campaign by Gordon
Smith, a conservative GOP businessman and legislator.
Both candidates offered voters a
departure from Oregon’s tradition
since the ’60s of electing moderate
Republican senators.
With 100 percent of precincts
reporting, Wyden had 56/4,335
votes or 48 percent. Smith had
551,100 or 47 pttt ent and tour
other candidate’s dis riled the
remainder.
About half of those tesponding
to a telephone Intl! said they
viewed the Senate rat e a. a t derendum on the ( a IP ongiessional
agenda or President ( :lin ton ’s
cies.
Voters in the poll blamed
Republicans in Congress more
than Clinton for the budget crisis.
Wyden, shi, I favors abnrtion
rights, also win slightly more votes
from women. Abortion was one of
the six top issues cited by most sitters as being equally important,
along with the environment, education, taxes, the federal budget
negotiations and the Republicans’
performance in office.
The telephone lad! nil 1,192 %Niters was conducted Thursday

through Monday for ’oter News
Servo I’. a (n.h perame of the four
Mail it
UV netwrir ks and The
.srax rated ess.
M’yderi’s st tory was an AUSpikit Loft to the season for
C
Dc-iron ats and a blow to
Republicans, who now will 14,
their Senate margin cut to 53-17. It
also rthitilltied a tiend begin) last
November AS Demur rats held oil
(A)I’ efforts to take over
gmla
and Maine legislattnes anti the
k
governorship.
kerma
Despite the narrow margin tif
sit Ills. Wyden said the results
show that people believe House
Speakei Newt Gingrich arid his
Republican colleagues have taken
things too tar.
"It (et taints ought to be a wakeill call to Republicans on issues
such as the environment, a
woman’s tight to choose, and
putting sonic balance in the balanced budget," said Wyden, who
has served in the U.S. House for
15 years.
Wyden will serve the nearly
three years remaining in the term
of Packwood, who resigned in disgrace last fall after being accused
of sexual misconduct. It was not
immediately clear when he would
be sworn in.
Smith never publicly conceded,
although he did call Wyden to
offer his congratulations. A Smith
spokesman, Dan Lavey, later said
that the Republican has no plans
to run later this sear tor the seat
being vacated Its GriP Sen. Mark
Vtaing began three weeks ago,
and lii iirs before the 8 p.m. deadline. more than 60 percent ttf the
soul s had already cast their ballots. \fine than 160 drop sites were
available at tnind the state for sitters who waited too late to mail in
their ballots or who simply preferred to vote on "Election Day."
While final turnout figurt, were
not immediately calculated. officials had said that option of mailing in ballots had boosted turnout
in the Senate primary last month
to 57 percent, the highest ’LAO in a
nonpresidential primary since
1960.
Elections officials estimate the
mail-in balloting saved the state $1
million in the primary and general
de( t ions
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SPARTA-CISION ’96

$1 ,200,000
and it’s all up
to you!
Associated Students

Candidate Information
Sessions
Monday, February 12 4:30 - 5:30pm
Pacheco Room, Student Union
or
Wednesday, February 14 12:00 - 1:00pm
(ostanoan Room, Student Union

APPLICATIONS

for Executive and Director Positions are available from Sam 5pm starting
February 12 in the A.S. Government Office 3rd Floor Student Union.
For More Info: (all (408) 924-6240
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Aptheker: Historian says students must be informed, learn social order
From page
-Mali ohn \ , hanged," he said Ii possible EuTakkui an hatige."
Racism
"BLit k people are not racist." he said.
"Black people can’t be racist."
Aptheker said, "Racism is the insistence
upon the innate inferiority of AfricanAmerican peoples."
He said the CC Regents’ vote against
affirmative action was not only sexist, but
a reactionary drive by Gov. Pete Wilson
and part the right wing wave of the country.
"I think (the vote) is racist and racism is
a very important component of reaction,"
he said.
A new radicalism
Apthekei said the challenge for today’s
college students is to become informed.
learn what the social order is. how society

11111. 1101, .11111 -hoW In -I It.tiritte
110111 A tint
sees a newt :Rik:ARM
.1.1,111atT Said

lilt

di.timi

Appt .11ing,

he
especially among the African-

Ann I All poptlIALIOIL
Ile said that .vs the opplession worsens.
the radicalism will grow.
Symptomatic signs. Aptheker said.
include the Mill’
Man March, adding
that "the «intent (of the march) outweighed the limits of the leadership."
Aptheker said another symptom of a
new radicalism WAS when the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst dedicated its
a famous
library to W.E.B. Du Bois
African-American educator who helped
transform the Negro view of the AfricanAmerican’s role in America.
Aptheker, who said he was blackballed
by most white histiir iallS because he was a
member of the , -mmunist party and

because he sympathized with the plight of
AfricanAmericans, is scheduled to receive
an honorary doctoral degree from the
saint- university; another sign of radicalkm, he said.
Aptheker said he became an American
activist during the McCarthy’ hearings, college student uprisings and the civil rights
revolt during the anti-Vietnam War movement.
Aptheker cited a variety of reactions by
others to being white and Jewish and
interested in Black history.
He recalled while in his twenties, when
he was invited to lecture before a black
church audience, he went down to the
basement for a reception.
The minister took him aside and said,
"Now. Herbert, you can tell me."
Aptheker said the minister thought he
was passing for white and that he could

confide in him.
In later years, his interests drew even
more attention to him. FBI records,
according to Kenneth O’Reilly, author of
"Racial Matters: The FBI’s Secret File on
Black America. 1969-1970," indicated that
the agency bugged Aptheker’s phone and
abandoned underwriting a book-length
critique of his work its black history only
because it was too expensive.
Black History Month
Aptheker said Black History Month
originated from Negro History Week
founded by Carter G. Woodson in 1915 to
honor
Lincoln
and
Booker T.
Washington, who were both born in
February.
His resume is long and distinguished.
After applying for and winning a
Guggenheim fellowship in 1951, he began
work on his "Documentary History of the

Negro People," and iii 1994 ended the seventh and final volume with the assassinaturn of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
African-American historical research
requires a search of works by an author
named Herbert Aptheker.
Before leaving the United States on a
self-imposed exile to Ghana, Du Bois
named Aptheker his literary executor.
Searching by author at Clark library will
net 44 listings: 31 are African-American
topics. Of those 31, 16 are about Du Bois
literature.
Overall, he Aptheker has written and
edited more than 80 books.
He said hejust finished volume one and
recently began volume two of his autobiography.

On-line

IRON BUTTERFLY

last two years about 1,000 high
school students and teachers
attended to become familiar with
computers and accessing servers
and databases.
"In most cases, the students
taught the teachers," Purseglove
said.
One campus already getting a
head start is James Lick High
School. Site technician and
teacher, Barry Goldsmith, is
preparing for Net Day and said
some consoles are already on-line.
Goldsmith said accessibility is free
range but users must sign an
"acceptability agreement policy"
when accessing to keep users from
calling up non-essential sites, such
as cyberpom.
"The learning possibilities are
just incredible, Purseglove said.
"A teacher can access a site and
students who have computers at
home can call up the same site."
Katz said one program already
implemented to work with schools
going on-line is Novel Certified
Network Users. Students who use
work stations can apply to work at
Novel as network monitors when
they graduate.
Evergreen Valley and San Jose
City College are also hooked up to
the Internet. At San Jose City
College, several computer labs
have on-line computers that are
installed with Netscape.

From page I
Director David Kau.
Kevin Purseglove, director of
communications for Hammer’s
office, said that Hammer allotted
$500,000 a year. SEJN also
received funds from 3Com, Sun
Microsystems, Novel, Pacific Bell,
Netcom and Intel.
Katz the combined funds from
SJEN and contributions from the
school districts comes to about
$16 million.
March 9 will be ’Net Day when
"an army of 100 volunteers," Katz
said, from Santa Clara and San
Mateo Counties will meet at the
campuses to install the computers
and get them on-line.
Katz said both PC’s and
Macintosh computers will be used.
Purseglove said all computers will
come with microprocessors so
they could be compatible with various types of hardware, such as
printers and modems, and also
accommodate any software being
used.
Later, teachers will have their
choice of which type fits their curriculum.
One way teachers got to develop a preference was if they attended the Summer Institute, a threeweek training session conducted
at SJSU with the San Jose College
of Education. Katz said that in the

Parking
From page 1
PI , I RN CURLS SISIESCC -SPARTAN DAILY
Junior finance major Brian Horton took advantage of the workout facilities available in the Event Center’s weight room on Wednesday
as senior Dave Brown waited

Internet
From page 1
I!, (luring the school
seat lo keep an account over the
summer, students must pay a $45
fee, or face termination of their
account, Sanders said.
Students who were not aware of
the summer fee called the computer center to complain last
semester when they discovered
their account had been terminated.
As for learning how to use
Internet accounts, there is virtually
no help available for students.
There are no classes offered in the
area, and there is very little written

information provided by the university.
It is something that needs to be
changed," said Sanders about the
lack of account information for
stride’ ts.
Although SJSU does provide
free software called Spartacom,
which works with a modem to
access accounts, some students
who have tried to access their
accounts from off-campus locations said they have still experienced difficulties.
"Spartacom is like 1981 compared to now," one frustrated student said.

Competitive rates for
younger drivers
Good driver discounts
up to 20%
Claims service at more
than 70 offices
( all or %top hy your nearest
AAA diqiiat office today
Mention this ad for a free gift.

AAA District Offices
Cupertino
sins, 996.3553
1001 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd
Los Gatos
,4010 395.6411
lilt Blossom Hill

Mountain View
Ave
San Jose-Oakridue
VIM 020 1I ’
5140 Thornw00iII)r

San Jose -Stevens Creek
408 485 4300

Mil Saratoga Ave
Sunnyvale
lie 739 442?
755 So Rernattlo
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Olestra warning gives
company challenge
If Procter
CINCINNATI (AP)
& Gamble Co. is to make a hit out
of its fake fat, it must persuade
consumers to stay hungry after
they read about possible side
effects.
That could pose quite a marketing challenge, analysts said.
Drug
and
Food
The
Administration approved olestra
last week for use in salted snacks
and crackers. But the FDA is
requiring a label warning consumers that the fake fat may cause
some undesirable side effects.
This ’red flag’ on the label is
going to give them a reason not to
use the product," Al Ries, a marketing consultant in Great Neck,
N.Y., said Tuesday.
The label will read: "This product contains olestra. Olestra may
cause abdominal cramping and
loose stools. Olestra inhibits the

\

4:00pm

Flying Pig Pub

San Jose State University
Engineering Building, Room 189

Full Bar and Menu

Co-sponsors:

-Daily Drink Specials
-Hog Wild Happy Hours
-Open Air Seating/Fireplace
-Free Darts/Liar’s Dice/Pass
the Pigs

Student Health Service
’School of Nursing
San Jose Medical Group

For more information, call

(408) 924-3171
Space is limited: come early to get seated

absorption of sonic vitamins and
other nutrients. Vitamins A, D, E
and K have been added."
As if the marketing challenge
weren’t enough, it remains to be
seen whether consumers will like
olestra’s taste, said Jack Trout, a
in
consultant
marketing
Greenwich, Conn.
"I think packaging is going to be
one problem, but I think taste will
be the big thing," Trout said.
Not a problem, said P&G. The
Cincinnati-based company said its
tests show consumers like the taste
of Olestra, on which P&G has
spent more than $200 million to
develop.
Olestra is six to nine months
from its debut in still-undisclosed
test markets. It will be sold as
Olean (pronounced oh-LEEN)
and used in P8cG’s Pringles chips
and also tested by Frito-Lay Inc.

CORRECTION
In Wednesday’s edition of the Spartan Daily, Jo Whitlash’s name was
misspelled. We regret the error.
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including upgrading many of the
PC’s and adding Pentium chips to
several machines, said Carl Vigil,
interim director of the computer
center.
Sanders also said he believes
students are willing to pay a small
fee for a good system.
Sanders said that if SJSU is
unable to provide adequate
Internet access, students should
seek off-campus services. He recommended a service called NSI,
which is located in Milpitas. NSI
provides unlimited Internet access
for a flat rate of $17.50 a month.

"Birth Control Matters"

Test drive

When it comes to auto insurance,
younger drivers cart rely on our
experience and reputation for
rluality At AAA, we’ve earned
that trust with

Sanders recommended that students invest in commercial
modem software to obtain
smoother connections.
If students wish to run graphics
progriuns with their accounts, they
need to obtain a licensed campus
software, the cost starting at $10.
Improvements in these systems
are in the works. The UNIX system is undergoing software and
hardware improvements. Because
of the work being done, no new
UNIX accounts will be issued until
Feb. 19, Sanders said.
Plans have also been made to
improve SJSU’s lab facilities,

to campus.
But location isn’t the only problem for Ortmann, so is the price.
She said she not only spends an
average of $25 a week on parking,
but she also spends time walking
to her car throughout the day
feeding parking meters.
The contractors and focus
groups are to submit a report
about the parking study to San
Jose City Council in December
1996.

But SJSU Parking Supervisor,
William Calhoun, said there hasn’t
been a space problem, but a location problem for students.
"It’s not the lack of parking,"
Calhoun said. "Not everybody
wants to go (use the Park and
Ride)."
Park and Ride is a service where
students can park their cars at
South Campus, across the street
from Spartan Stadium on S.
Seventh Street and ride a shuttle

Available for private
parties

78 South First St.
(near Gordon Biersch)
298-6710

20% off entire bill with
student I.D.
(extluding happy hour & daily special)
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Distant
galaxy
found
Ancient system
is 14 billion
light years away
LOS
ANGELES
(Al’)
Astronomers at the California
Institute of Technology say they’ve
found the most distant
and earliest
galaxy yet at 14 billion light
years from Earth, near the constellation Virgo.
The still-unnamed system brings
scientists closer to the time of
galaxy birth, within a billion years
of the Big Bang thought to have
formed the universe 15 billion
years ago.
The extremely faint galaxy, discovered because it left its signature
in light from an even more distant
but brighter quasar, may offer
clues to the formation of the Milky
Way, which contains our solar system.
The discovery, made with the
W.M. Keck telescope atop the dormant Hawaiian volcano Mauna
Kea, is described in the Jan. 20
issue of Astrophysical Research
Letters.
Thomas Barlow, a Caltech
astronomy research fellow and
study co-author, said in an interview Wednesd.6 that the galaxy was
found through indirect measurements.
"We essentially see the shadow
of the galaxy in the spectrum of
the quasar," he said.
Gas in the galaxy absorbs some
of the quasar s light, which helps
tell where the galaxy is and what
elements it contains.
"We don’t think we’ve seen the
galaxy directly. People at another
team think they’ve seen an image
of it; but that’s unconfirmed," he
said.
The team from Caherb in
Pasadena dated the galaxy based
on a phenomenon called redshift,
a shift in the color of light as something moves away. iinalogous to a...
train whistle getting lower in pitch
as a train gets further away, Barlow
said.
"This is essentially the highest
red-shift galaxy that we’ve detected, which means it’s the closest to
the beginning of the universe,"
Barlow said.

.r"
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WHAT TO
DO WITH
AN UPSIDE
DOWN
IVO El

TOP: Matt Olver, a Senior in Cultural Anthropology, capsizes a sailboat in the swimming pool in Spartan Complex East in the Beginning Sailing class. Olver is enrolled
because he says he has a yuppie friend with a sailboat and he wants to learn to sail
so that someday he can sail away with his friend.

Pr it r 1,
in
I NIVI KS .SPARTA \
BOTTOM: SJSU student Linh Nguyen jumps in the pool to upright a capsized sailboat in the class. Nguyen is going to the Caribbean next semester and wants to sal,
while he is staying there.

Extradition ordered for on-line assault case Quantum closing

MERIDEN, Conn. (AP) A
CalifOrnia man will be extradited
to Connecticut to face charges that
he molested a 13-year-old girl after
they struck up a relationship over
their computers.
England ’fint Cha, 25, of Fresno,
is being held without bail at the
Fresno County Jail. Connecticut

police expect him to be extradited
within two weeks.
Cha will be charged with 13
counts of second-degree sexual
assault, 17 counts of risk of injury
to a minor and two counts of
sexual
assault,
fiturth-degree
Meriden police said.
Police said Cha had on-line con-

versations with the girl in March
1995.
In September, Cha visited the
girl in Meriden and the two had
consensual sex, police said. In
Connecticut, it is illegal to have sex
with anyone under the age of 16.
The girl told her mother of the
encounter in October, and the

mother contacted police.
Cha, a fast-food restaurant wot ker. told police that he had met
more than 70 women or girls by
chatting on the computer. said
Detective Gary Brandi.

Controversial novel has nation’s capital pointing fingers
icated to "my spouse, living proof
WASHINGTON (AP) A sexy,
hot-selling fictional account of the that flamboyance and discretion
1992 presidential campaign has are not mutually exclusive."
"Primary Colors" is copyrighted
Washington buffs trying to figure
out who wrote it, including by Machiavelliatta Inc., a mysterious company set up to receive the
President Clinton.
Even the editor of "Primary royalties, which should be substanColors," Daniel Menaker of tial.
Clinton, who hasn’t read the
Randotn House, swears he doesn’t
know who authored the lavishly book but says he may look at it on
reviewed book, whose Clinton-like those long flights on the 1996 camprotagonist is dogged by questions paign, on Tuesday issued a smiling
of his Vietnam War draft status and challenge for reporters to ferret
allegations of adultery as he tries out the author.
"You all find out everything in
to win the White House.
The writer, Anonymous, is vari- the wide world. The least you can
do
is tell all of us who wrote that
House
be
a
White
believed
to
ously
insider, a journalist, an established book," Clinton said. "It’s the only
I’ve
seen
kept
in
novelist or possibly, because of its secret
a Washington it) three years."
contents,
mischievous
A synopsis of the book is basicalRepublican mole in the Clinton
ly a summary of Clinton’s 1992 pricampaign.
for
the
campaign
Random House, which paid mary
what Menaker described as a "fair- Democratic nomination, with
ly steep" advance based on reading names changed, relationships
only half the manuscript in April, embellished and a few fictional
has the book in its sixth printing intrigues added, including a sexual
after only a few weeks in book- advance by first lady Susan Swoon
on narrator Henry Burton, who is
stores.
"Words cannot describe how a thinly disguised version 4)1 key
George
aide
much I wish I had written it," Clinton
wrote Time magazine’s Walter Stephanopoulos.
The Clinton character is Gov.
Shapiro, who conducted what was
purported to be an on-line com- jack Stanton of an unnamed, small
Southern state.
puter interview with Anonymous.
He is portrayed as a man who
The writer, who described writing the book as "a lonely process," was "incredibly undisciplined
refused to answer any autobio- about time, and making decisions,
graphical questions and said, "I and figuring out who should do
hope my identity is never what on staff" but who was always
revealed" so the hook can be in control. His profanity-spewing
wife describes him as "faithless,
judged on its merits.
Random House dealt only with thoughtless, disorganized, undiscian agent, Kathy Robbins, and a plined."
The book is full of other easil%
lawyer.
About the only thing the reader identifiable and richly drawn charRichard
including
is told about Anonymous is that he acters,
(Clinton campaign
or she is married. The book is ded- Jemmons

director jamc.41aryille), Orlando
Ozio (former N.,w York Gov. Mario
Cuomo), Lass Iciice Harris (candidate Paul Tsongas) and Cashmere
McLeod (Gennifer Flowers, who
claimed she had a 12-year affair
with then-Arkansas Gov. Clinton).
McLeod has tapes.
"In spite of its sins, it is far and
away the hest thing I have read
about the 1992 campaign," wrote
author Nlie liar] Lewis in a New
York Times uvvicw. He speculated
that the author might be
Stephanopoulos, who has denied
it.
So has everyone else, including
some who haven’t been asked.
Carville, Shapiro, Mark Miller of
Newsweek, Sidney Blumenthal and
Michael Kelly of The New Yorker,
political consultant Paul Begala,
former Deputy Treasury Secretary
Roger Altman and several others
involved with the 1992 campaign
all say they aren’t Anotwrnous.
The Washington Post’s column
"The Reliable. Source" insisted last
week that the best candidate is

magazine writer Lisa Grunwald,
author of two successful novels.
Her sister, Mandy Grunwald, a
media consultant for ( :Tinton’s
campaign, told the Post: "It she
did it, she didn’t tell me. In Wedtiesda’s column, a new
candidate was added: cartoonist
Garry Trudeau. who draws the
political satire "Doonesburv."
CNN’s "Larry King Live" devoted an hour to possible authors
Tuesday night without a confession. A dozen new names cropped
up.
Begala, who said he hasn’t even
read the book, said if it came from
someone in the campaign it was an
act of "deception and disloyalty."
Writer Erik Tartoff, who also
de n et I
authorship, said
he
thought Clinton might like it, but
only if he read it after he leaves the
presidency.
Menaker, who is Random
House’s senior literary editor, said
he was given the first half of the
hook to read by Random House
President Ilaroki Evans.

Milpitas factory
Qum limn
MILPITAS Al’
Corp. said it will quit making its
ou.n high-end disk drives, close
two factories and 1.1 ,,11- about a
c.
quarter of its work
The decision announced
Tuesday came 15 months after
Quantum. a leading maker of
low-end disk drives for desktop
machines, paid $360 million for
Digital Equipment Corp.’s
high-capacity drive business.
Those drives store data for
mainframes and other laige
computer systems.
Quantum said it would no
longer make its own high capacity drives and will instead
Matsushita-Kotobuki
have
Electronics Industries of Japan

WST
Registration
Deadline
Feb. 2, 1996
Don’t Wait!
Test Date:
Feb. 24, 1996
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Results
hn Ian 71

Freshman gymnast vaults a 9.65
By Shane Lewis
Sperm

Lead scorer: Natasha
Johnson. SJSU, 7
Tania Brunton, Hawaii, 19
SJSU is 6-12 overall and 28 in the BWC.

Fuitshman SJSU
gymnast Dontelle
Wasko 50ff o

start as she

sutges tok.ord
word books
See Wasko story or lob ot Poi7k, 6
Baseball
SJSU hopes to turn the
page on last year’s
record in home opener.
See bottom of page 6

Schedule
,Ian. 30- Feb. 4

women’s Basketball
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
at SJSU.
Sunday. 2 p m

Men’s Basketball
SJSU at UNLV,
Las Vegas, Nevada
Thursday, 8:05 p.m.
SJSU at New Mexico
State
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s Gymnastics
SJSU at C.S. Sacramento
Sacramento,
Friday, (IBA)
SJSU at UC Davis
Davis, CA
Saturday, (IBA)
Baseball
SJSU begins its season on
Peb. 3, against CS Los
Angeles in Muni
Stadium at 1:30 p.m.
Rugby
SJSU host UC Santa
Cruz on Saturday at
South Campus, 12 noon
Hoc key
SJSU host Pacific on
Friday.
ICE CENTRE, 8 p.m.
Pacific at SJSU, Saturday,
10:15 p.m., Stockton

Briefs
SJSU forward Sam Allen is
probable for tonight’s game
against UNLV. Allen injured
his left ankle in Saturday’s
game against UCSB.

SPARTAN DAILY

Wasko shines early in the season

Women’s Basketball
SJSU loses to Hawaii 6239 Event Center,
Wednesday

s’ioltlf

San Jose State University
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SJSU women’s gymnast, Danielle Wasko repeatedly went through her
routine on parallel bars during practice on Wednesday at the Spartan
Complex.

Dail. Staff Writrr

If Danielle Wasko had not been
afraid of ice skating, she might never
have become one of the top gymnasts
for the SJSU team.
"My parents put me into ice skating,
but I fell and cried," Wasko said, smiling. "They took me out and put me in
gymnastics."
That is where Wasko has been ever
since for the last 15 years. Now at the
age of 18, she is a freshman member of
a gymnastics team that has already broken six of the college’s records after
just two meets.
Wasko had tied the record set for
vaulting with a score of 9.65 at the
team’s first meet Jan. 19 at UC
Berkeley. The triumph was especially
welcome since she had been having
trouble landing on her feet during her
wannups for the event.
"We didn’t know what the problem
was, but we knew there was one," said
Wasko’s mother Sandie, who was in the
stands during the event. "Whatever it
was, she and the coach worked it out."
Her record was then subsequently
broken the next week by teammate and
fellow freshman Bridgett Coates, who
scored a 9.675. But, do not look for any
grudges.
"I think it’s great," Wasko said of
Coates breaking her record. "You get
an instant family when you join the
team. We support each other.
Gymnastics is not really an individual
sport."
For each event, there are six players
competing, and of their scores, five are
counted toward the team’s total score.
Because of this, there is added pressure on Wasko to perform well.
"You don’t want to fall because
you’re going to hurt the team’s scores,"
she said.
Jackie Walker, the women’s gymnastics team coach, said that it is this attitude that makes Wasko perform well.
’She’s a perfectionist and that’s what
the sport is all afoul, N miter said.
"When she does something, she does it
right."
’
Wasko came to SJSU from Rancho
Cotate High School in Rohnert Park,
after receiving a scholarship from the

:1St

that paid for most of ht.! w.t.
Earning a scholarship through gymnastics had been one of Wasko’s major
goals in life, because the money to support her gymnastics activities had been
funded Its her parents.
"The actual training comes right out
of your pocket," Les Wasko, her father
and chief of the Cotati Police
Department, said. "Coaches alone cost
$200-250 a month, and then there are
travel and equipment expenses."
He estimated the total expenses
came to around $7,500-8,000 a year.
Those expenses are something Wasko’s
parents no longer have to worry about
now that SJSU pays for all the traveling
expenses. They also no longer have to
hire a coach for their daughter.
"It’s a major burden off our shoulders." her father said.
He and his wife have followed their
daughter’s meets across the country in
such states as Florida, Idaho, Nevada,
Utah. and even out of the country to
Canada. One of her parents has always
been present at her competitions.
"If I can’t see them, I can hear them.
I always know where they are," Wasko
said with a broad grill. "My parents are
real funny. They bring a video camera
and tape the events. They have almost
every event on tape."
For Wasko, gymnastics gives her a
sense of accomplishment.
"It takes a lot of concentration. You
have to keep your personal life outside
of the pm and you have to keep
focused, she said.
Her mother said Wasko was accustomed to a strict schedule during high
school. She woke up, went to school,
practiced at the gym for four hours,
came home, ate dinner, did homework
and then went to bed. The next day,
the cycle would repeat itself.
"Gymnastics is not something you
can do for a couple of hours and
become good at," her mother said.
Wasko’s father agrees. "It’s year
round, so you can’t really take a break
from doing gymnastics, or you’ll lose
too much."
Her mother comes right to the
Obit:
’There’s a saying that goes. ’If gymnastics was easy, they’d call it football.’"

Players anxious to start new season
By Russell Hall
Spartan Dail, Staff WHO.,

It is a In ,i11(1-11VW season and the
Spartan baseball team is anxious
to take it on. This weekend the
team takes on Cal State Los
Angeles for a two-game series at
San Jose Municipal Stadium.
"It is important to get off to a
good start," said Coach Sam
Piraro, now in his tenth season.
"We’ve had some good practices
and are very anxious to play."
The Division II Golden Eagles
from CSLA (0-2) will be trying to
break SJSU’s streak of four consecutive season-opeiling wins.
CSLA Coach John Herbold said
he is confident that the fans will be
treated to two competitive games.
"We have a lot of talented young

flyers who sometimes shine or
sometimes make mistakes due to
their inexperience."
Inexperience is definitely a factor for CSLA, whose players average 20 years old. "Our team is
about 95 percent freshmen. We
have a lot of players who were
drafted right out of high school
but decided to go to school
instead," said Herbold.
According to Herbold, CSLA is
23rd on the all-time draft list for
Universities.
Despite the CSLA talent, SJSU
has managed to win 21 of 33 meetings between the two teams. SJSU
split two games with the Golden
Eagles last year.
"They ((SLA) always have talent and they will be a good test for
us early in the season, Piraro said.

The SJSU pitching staff is set,
with returning senior Rich Ledeit
to take the mound on Saturday,
and Solano Junior College transfer, Jason Davis, to hurl for the
Spartans on Sunday.
Piraro describes Ledeit as an
aggressive power pitcher who is
difficult to hit when he has his
breaking ball working.
Davis has a little different style.
"Jason is a pitcher who depends a
lot on great location and his great
change-up. However, he is also
sneaky-quick (player) who can fool
you with a fastball."
Backing up I.edeit and Davis
will be returning starters Eric
Stevens, Travis Peterson, Brian
Forman, Patrick Walsh and Geoff
Fessenden. Making up the rest of
the lineup are newcomers Ryan

Johnson and John Misplay and
retu
g centerfielder, John
Alciati. Chris Kokaly and Desmond
Aguirre will platoon at the designated hitter spot.
Piraro is set to let his starting
pitchers go as long as they can but
has relief pitchers Israel Long and
Justin Farias to go to if needed.
Closing pitcher Mike Simonson is
available in the late innings to
slam the door.
Rich Ledeit is ready to go and is
optimistic about the team’s
chances this year. "I feel we are
going to surprise a lot of people
this year. We may not be loaded
with talent, but we are going to
win some games as long as we execute the fundamentals," Ledeit
said.

BIG WEST
Men’s Baseball Schedule
For February
Fob 3-4

CS LOS ANGELES
MUNI STADIUM, 1 p.m.
Feb .6

California
Berkeley, Calif., 2 p.m.
Feb. 410

San Diego State
San Diego, Calif., 5 p.m.
Feb. 11

San Diego State
San Diego, Calif., 1 p.m.
Feb.

12

San Diego State
San Diego, Calif., 2 p.m.
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Spartans fumble away
By Paul User
Spartan Deily Stall Writer

Purim 85 LEA TAt Rill I

They came charging out of the
gates, but after that things got difficult for the Spartan’s women’s basketball team Wednesday night.
At the tip off, Erin Irving grabbed
the ball to put in the first two points
of the game, but after that the
Rainbows from the University of
Hawaii stuck close to the Spartans
giving them little space to maneuver. It wasn’t until after Hawaii
scored 12 unanswered points that
Kylie Page got in another shot, sinking. _a three-pointer to make it 12-5.
Hawaii kept getting by the
Spartan’s defense but in the second
quarter things started to improve
for SJSU.
At the end of the first half the
Spartans were behind 28-22. The
Spartan’s shot 26 percent in the
first half but did make five shots
from the three-point line. "The
three-point shooting was our
strength," Coach Karen Smith said.
"That’s what kept us close the first

1 - SI’Sk1 \ \ 1)111 1

SJSU players Sarah Cantway and Sasha Spalding of the women’s basketball team
fumble for the ball in the second half against the University of Hawaii.

Classi
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below not is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
CHILD CARE: For 2 cute boys,
6+ flexible hrs/wk. Very close to
campus. Call Lisa at 286-5451.
EVENT JOBS
The Student Union & Event Center
are now hiring event supervisors
and technicians to work sporting
events, concerts & other events.
To apply, visit the Student Union
Director’s Office. (408)924-6310.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subs itute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons. M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE.
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
HEAD SW1111 COACH /Dana Farms
Summer Rec. Team in Concord.
Coaching experience required.
Call Mary Ann 0 510672-1465.
P/T CLERICAL POSITION for
Contracting Co. in Campbell.
M/W: 2-5pm. T/Th: 8:30-5pm.
Call 408-369-1898.
PART-TIME OFFICE ASSISTANT.
Excellent Part-Time opportunity!
We are seeking an outgoing individual to assist our Foster City
office approximately 25-30 hrs/wk
with general office work. The ideal
candidate will have prior experience working in a professional
environment. Strong customer
service skills & general business
skills required. Part-time hours
M-F. flexible. Computer literacy a
plus. Qualified applicants please
fax or mail your resume to:
C. Reichert, Oakwood Corporate
Housing, 3180 Crow Canyon FN.,
Ste. 140, San Ramon, CA 94583;
FAX: (510) 355-0295. eoe/aa.
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.
RECEPTIONIST WANTED must
type at least 45 wpm, 10 key, good
phone manner, payroll. filing billing&
various duties. Please cal 2790765.
NANNY NEEDED IN CUPOR1NO
20-30 hrs/wk. 510-$12/hr.
Ideal job for a student. No Fee!
Town & Country Agency.
1-413325-2082.
ESTIMATOR - Previous knowedge of
blueprints n regards to pantng
Exp, in bidding. Must put together
bicipackets. Cal 2970765.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Day. Swing. Grave Shifts. F/T &P/T.
Call or apply n person. N’on-Sun 77.
408-286-5880. 5550 Madan he.
btwn. San Cats aid Park/now.
behind the Cad ad Party Store.
PLAN TO BE A TEACHER?
PT tutors needed for K- 12.
Bit -Spanish. 57-58 hour.
Work-study OK.
With CALIF. MINI CORPS.
924-3631.
LIKE BEING PAID 3 WAYS?
Hourly wage+mileage+ tips.
Come to Domino’s Pizza, 576 E.
Santa Clara St. 298-3030.
9233030. 5783030.
ADMIN, ASSIST. IN LAW OFFICE
Part-time, flex schedule: light
phones, bookkeeping, filing; compuler sys. admin; data analysis;
fax resume to 408.295-6693.
CASHIERS NEED DEPENDABLE
working cashiers to fill in several
shifts at two locations. Please BORN
In person. 4th & Santa Clara
Chevron. 295-3964 or 269-0337.

half ."
In the middle of the set ond half
Page fell to the floor, the wind
kind ked out of her. She was pulled
out for the rest of the game
In the final quarter. Avail., Sii it Ii
also had to leave the gaurt at ter
apparently knocking heads with
another player.
At the five minute mark, the
Spartans made their last field goal
but added four more free throws to
end the game 62-39.
The leading scorer for SJSU was
Natasha Johnson with seven points.
As for the future, "We’re going
to get a lot stronger. A lot closer as a
team. Our goal was the top four, but
now we’re just It ving to get in the
tournament. "said guard Kari Steele.
Page was upset with the results,
"We just need to be able to play two
halves of basketball. We get intimidated, we give up. We don’t do the
little things that keep us ahead"
The next game jiff the women’s basketball from will be against Cal Ns San
Linus OInSpo, Sunday.

ed

TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-4940200
Downtown
Campbell
408-364-2700
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS Office positions also available.
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T) Our 129 year-old publishing comduring sum. camp prog. XInt. sal. pany, Southwestern, is looking to
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call select 8-10 students from SJSU
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not wail. to work in our summer program.
school year? Call for summer em- Average profit from summer work:
ployment-lifeguards. camp leaders). $5,766. For interview information
call (408)241-9903.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
BRAND NEWIII
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible
hours. Serving Downtown SanJose VISION 21- An AWESOME new
Inner City Express. Apply in person. Tele-Communications Co. wants
22 West Saint John, San Jose. motivated individuals for an
INCREDIBLE ground floor opportuWORK P/T Wills COWED ADULTS nity. Immediate & residual income
evenings & weekends in their own potential. 1-800-656-6732.
homes. 37.21/hr. Call Greater
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in
for egg donation. Desperate
also available.
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
ATTITUDE
Ages 21-30, healthy and
OVER
responsible. Generous stipend
RESUME
International Marketing Firm
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
seeks open minded, energetic
individuals with desire for rapid
540,000/YR INCOME
advancement. Flex hours. Top S.
potential. Home Typists/PC
Call to scheclual interview.
users. Toll Free 1-800-898654-9635.
9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST
EARN EXTRA CASH $
_Register for class _Roommate
up to $120/week!
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
Become a Sperm Donor.
books _FIND A JOB!! _Strike
up a conversation with that nice Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Poking person I met at registration. Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
"We can’t help you with every- Contact California Cryobank
thing but we may be able to help 415-324-1900, M-F. 8-5pm.
you with a job.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
Would you like a position that
We compliment vas class schedUe? potential. Reading books. Toll
1-800-898-9778 Ext. RSal
Free
Positions available theaghout
Jose, Santa Oaa Frerncrt &Milpitas. 2236 for details.
VANGUARD
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
SECURITY SERVICES
to $2.000+/month. World travel.
Apply M-F 8am-5pm.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
exp necessary. For info. call
comer Scott/San Tomas.
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
DRIVER/WAREHOUSE 2 immed.
openings: 10:00am-2:00pm and BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
2:00pm-6:00pm. DMV printout NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
required. Cook’s Automotive. earning 510 hr. to $400/week.
Jobs filled on a first come basis.
(408)453-7771. EOE.
call 408-249-8446.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips. TROPICAL BEACH RESORT roes
Students needed n re immediate Luxurious hotels are now hiring
area. FLO-time/part-time openings. seasonal positions. Lifeguards.
Call today 1-415-968-9933. food service, housekeepers.
International Bartenders School. host/hostess, & front desk staff.
Call Resort Employment Services
1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.
$U ATTENTION $86
Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
111750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
has a BRAND NEW ground floor
money making opportunity!!! mailing our curculars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
Don’t miss thisl 1-8006564732.

?
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FAX: 924-3282

SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING

SPORTS/THRILLS

FOR SALE

INSURANCE

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5250505...ask for Daniel.

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini rx micro
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575,

NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER

AUTO INSURANCE

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional and other services available.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. Masterson’s Word Processing.
Essays, letters, application Call Paul «Virginia 408-251-0449.
statements, proposals, reports,
THE PERFECT PAPER
etc. For more info, please call
"Resumes
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
Research Papers
Manuscripts, etc.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST new Worked with SJSU Students &
accepting students who wish to Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
excel in playing guitar or bass. All Turnaround. 10 mnutes from SJSU.
levels welcome: Beginning. All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn from Eiam-6pm 0(4081937-0373.
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Word Processing Service/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
CRIME FREVENTION INFORMATION
APA ’Arabian MLA
1-900-622-COPS
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Personal Safety
Health Science/Eng./History/Bus.
Home security
Vehicle security
international Students Welcome
Child safety
Close to SJSU Car-nous.
Consumer assist
information
SCHOLARSHIPS
$1.70- min. (9-min max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-UNE, Morgan Hill, CA.
$1,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
Bus. Ph.# 408-683-5723.
$1.000 scholarships and varous
awards sponsored by Packaging
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Assistance with Visas and Green eligibility. Scholarships available for
Cards. Reasonable Rates. Call Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Tamara Daney- 415-267-7267.
Starting salaries from $30k..
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
TRAVEL
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB Ski IS 207 or CCB 200.
Tatoe Feb. 2nd. 3[1.41 Two nights.
ski Squaw Valley & Northstar. FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants and
$100. Call Mark 9248113,
scholarships is now available. All
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal students are eligible regardless of
State Hayward’s Bangkok sum- grades, income, or parent’s income.
mer Quarter / discover Thailand Let us help. Call Student Financial
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
credit. June 17 to August 6. 650413.
Info: Julie Clark. 510-885-3538.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
No pay back. For details, call
CAMPUS CLUBS
510 F320835 or 510 471 5fie7
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUM.
Enjoy Parning about Irish. Scottish.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
to all students interested in
Only $57.00 per yea,
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Save 30%- 60%
culture. For more information,
on your dental needs.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925 .
For info call 1-800-6533225.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.
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NANNY/MOTHER’S HELPER. Los
Gatos working mom seeks helper
for child care, light housekeeping
& errands. One school age child.
YOU NEED: Exp, refs. & reliadle car.
GREAT HOURS: M-F. 1 to 6 flexible.
GOOD PAY: 36 to $7/hr. DOE.
Weekly paycheck. Call 356-2613.

New i,orr
Spec
Uses letter o,.
,inisperoisc
Serving SJSU for 20 years
printwheels. 46 -ii9cter display.
’Great Rates for Good Dryers’
12000 character storage
"Good Rates for Nan-Good Ch .,.’s
even when unplugged by MTV.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
500 character multiline correction ‘Good Student" -Family M.. ,
with no mess tape.
CALL TODAY 296-527,
Heavy-duty. GE washer tough.
FREE QUOTE
SHARED HOUSING Can be interfaced to a computer.
NO HASSLE
Extras included. A total giveaway
NO OBLIGATION
VALLEY FAIR Close to 280/1380. at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher
Also open Saturdays 9Deluxe, huge apt. own room +
1-510-226-7800 x 23E
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature individual. $485. + dep. +
Certain advertisements In
1/2 utilities Peter 408/246-2790.
COMPUTERS ETC.
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
ROOM FOR FEMALE in a clean apt. FOR SALE: MAC PLUS w 9 MB
numbers or addresses for
15 min to SJSU. Security. Rent: RAM, w/ carrying
additional information
$270 / Deg $270. Usa, 279-6405.
board. $500/obo. 971-6901
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
FOR
RENT
near
Alameda
ROOM
these further contacts, they
& Taylor. Young male, non-smokREAL ESTATE
should require complete
W1th
er, no drugs, to share house
information before sending
three males, two disabled. $200 GOVT FORECLOSED ,o^. -.es ‘o,
money for goods or servIces.
per month, equal share utilities. Pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax.
In addition, readers should
plus 10 hours a week assisting Repo’s. REO:s. Your Area. Toll
carefully investigate all firms
ditabled. References required. Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2236
offering
employment listings
for current listings.
Call Carl 275.8484
orcoupons /or discount
vacations or merchandise

FOR RENT
2 BDRIK APARTMENT- $800/MO.
* Security type huHding
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S 5t- S*
14081 295-E893.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First mit.
1/2 price if made before 331-96
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbe
(408) 379-3500

DAILY
CROS SWORD
allnir

ACROSS
rrientry
5 Summarize
10 Blacken
14 On the t
15 Make ut
16 Aconsi,
17 1Ihry1lini

!war

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanteo hair reihoveo tureve
Specialist. Confidentrai.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Eiectrolysis is the answer’)
I remove hair from any where
on your body, from fat al ha r .0
bikini area. Call for an)", - ),-*
Camel ia’s Elect ri..1190 Lincoln. San Jo-’
Mon)Sat., Free Con
AllStudents Receive

FOR NATIONAL I AGENCY RATES CALL

0 V, t

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters. numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

ECILLILLIMEIMMOOMMErli 1[1111lilLiME
DOCIDEDOOMMOODE10 7E1 1MLJ ILLJ77._
Pi Li 1
EJECMCIDOODEEDOOMHOOL HEll
MODOODOODEMMEDFIE7ffiMEEPI 11
NW,

Ad Rides: 3-line minimum
Two
Ono
Days
Day
3 lines
05
4 lines
$6
5 Ilnres
$7
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional line

9J9U 39, Univcsafty of
964
FT-A Rae
5.154)
ae,5a
’6
4.0
num
’4
2.2 2
14
0-0 3
Seers
Turner
1.4
24 1
Dorms
Cane,*
24
0-0 0
Wier
0.1
0-0 0
1.5
Wog
2.5 8
Spareng
5-2
’2 3
11-52
12.19 29
TO4144

Throe
Days

Four
Days

$11
$12
$13
$14

Flea address
Days
$13 L’ov &Same
$14
Prone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
After the flith day, Me Inereeese by $1 per day. San Jam State University
an Jam, CA 9519241149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Glassifed
Deadline
All ads are
NI Rates for

Please check
one classification:

’ IY
_SPOrtsahnlls

desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
No refunds on cancelled ads
prepaid
consecutive publications dales only

OUSIITIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Special student rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days Ads must be placed in person in
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
** Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
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Experts prefer replacing part of Bay Bridge
Earthquake
repairs called
too expensive

is to 111.11C

a lc ii111111c

December, after exult...1y e
tests about whether to I CUM I. pat Is
of the entire bridge or to ewer haul
only the western por lion and
replace the eastern part.
Replacing the four-mile span
from Yerba Buena Island to
Oakland would take about four
years, the director said. There are
no estimates yet On the cost, he
said.
The price of retrofitting the
entire eight-mile-long. 60-year-old
bridge has increased into the
range of $1 billion to $1.3 billion,
CallfilliS officials said.
Though it would cost even more
to replace part of the double-deck
litill ill

NA( RA \I I
1 he
Al’
tential
billion cost to
work the san Francisco-Oalluid
has Bridge to make it safer during
earthquakes could make replacing
par 1 of it attractive. hut officials
said Wednesday they is
know
the best way to gii tot nearly a year.
State Transportation Director
James van Loben Sels said he

bridge, and take longer. -at least
you wouldn’t end up with a patchwork" of repairs. yan Lobel’ Sels
said
\ new bridge would be built to
the north of the CUrit’lli span,
which would continue to be used
during construction. The last steps
would be tying the new bridge to
the existing structure and demolishing the old one.
A portion of the upper deck of
the eastern span fell onto the
lower deck during the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake. killing a woman
and shutting down the bridge for a
month of repairs.
Since that temblor and the
1994,
in
Northridge quake

renewed ellen Li haye begun
statewide to make highway. bridges
safer.
But engineers determined (11:ll
the cost of reworking the Bay.
Bridge is about double the amount
originally envisioned.
"The hazai di are greater. The
vulnerability is greater. The cost is
greater," said vim Loben Sels.
Caltrans officials said they were
uncertain about the source of the
additional money for repair or
replacement.
If voters pass a $2 billion bond
measure to retrofit highway
bridges, the Bay Bridge would get
some portion of the $650 million
for the state’s seven toll bridges

Tip nabs robber who hit county banks
Additional charges were expected to be filed against the so-called
Blue Bag Bandit, a U.S. attorney
said.
An anonymous tip led authorities to the ntut they believe was the
well -dressed robber who politely
relieved 29 Northern California
banks of $100.000.
Joseph Thomas, of Seaside. was
arrested Monday, said Assistant
U.S. Attorney Anther Sax Rosen.
He was charged Tuesday , to one
count of robbery. U S Magistrate
scheduled
Trumbull
Patricia
another hearing for Thursday and
a detention hearing Friday.
Thomas, 46, is being held with-

out had
Rosen said additional charges in
connection with the other robberies would be filed against
Thomas, whom authorities suspect
of robbing the banks over the past
18 months. If charged and convicted of all the robberies, Thomas
could be sentenced 120 years in
prison. the prosecutor said.
It was not immediately known
when the additional charges would
be filed, Rosen said Wednesday.
The FBI has considered the
Blue Bag Bandit the No. I robber
in Northern California. The
agency says it is rare for one person to rob more than half a dozen

banks
The man who robbed the banks
ranging from Sonoma to Santa
Clara counties and Sacramento got
his nickname from the blue canvas
duffel bag he sometimes used to
stuff motley in.
He also was remarkable for his
casual but neat attire polo shirts
his
and cardigan sweaters and
polite manners. He told tellers,
"I’m sorry I have to do this."
Authorities found in his possession a black satchel that matches
one used in sonic robberies, sunglasses like those worn by the robber and $6,900 in cash still bound
with the bank bands, Rosen

Thomas runs a business called
Joseph Thomas Consulting in
Carmel. His business card says the
business does marketing, media
and management consulting,
Rosen said.
The first robbery occurred in
July 1994 at a Bank of the West in
Milpitas. and the latest was Dec. 27
at a Westamerica Bank in San
Rafael.
However, Thomas was charged
only with robbing a Wells Fargo
bank in Sunnyvale in September
1994.
FBI spokesman George Grotz
said a caller to the "We Tip" hotline. led to Thimias’ arrest.

Court says caller I.D. doesn’t need adchtonal rules
SAN FRAN( Is«
Caller ID.. which lets telephone
vustomers see the caller’s number,
iii star t lune 1 in California without the privacy measures ordered
by a state agency. a federal appeals
ourt ruled Wednesday.
The 9th U.S. Circtiit Court of
Appeals said the state must follow
federal rules, which require display
of a caller’s number to a fee-paying
customer of the service unless the
caller has taken steps to block the
display.
A caller can prevent disclosure
by pressing the star key and 67 on
a touch-tone phone before an individual call, or by telling the phone
company to block all displays of
the number. Those rules are
already in effect in the 47 states
that allow Caller 1.D.
The state
Public
Utilities
Commission, when it provisionally
approved Caller I.D. in 1992,
imposed additional measures for
the
nearly
40 percent of
Californians who pay for unlisted
numbers. Those numbers would

not he displased On ans calls
unless the caller had told the
phone company to allow display,
the commission said.
The PUC reasoned that those
customers had already shown a
desire to keep their numbers private. and might not learn about
the need to take further steps to
protect their privacy. Some consumer groups voiced additional
objections. saying Caller I.D. would
be a tool for abusive telemarketers
and could endanger some callers,
like battered women, who wanted
to conceal their location.
Pacific Bell and GTE-California,
the state’s two major phone companies, decided that the restrictions made the program too
to
implement.
unprofitable
Instead they urged the Federal
Communications Commission to
set uniform nationwide standards,
an effort that succeeded last May.
The FCC said California’s
restrictions, adopted by no other
state, were unfair to out-of-state
customers and thwarted a national

policy of promoting Callvi I.D.
The appeals court said the FCC
acted within its authority in overriding the state’s rules.
The federal agency rationally
concluded that California’s restrictions -would impede the development" of Caller ID.. said Judge
Arthur Alarcon in the 3-0 ruling.
He also rejected the PUC’s argument that the privacy rights of customers with unlisted numbers
would be violated.
"A phone number is not among
the select privacy interests protected by a federal constitutional right
to privacy," Alarcon said, citing a
Supreme Court ruling that upheld
the disclosure of phone numbers
to police.
Pacific Bell spokesman Dane
Pasco said the company was prepared to offer the service June 1,
when the FCC rules take effect in
California. He said residential customers would be charged $6.50 a
month to learn their callers’ numbers and business customers would
pay $7.50 a month. He also said

Pacific Bell would routinely block
the display of numbers from facilities such as police stations and battered women’s shelters.
By rejecting state rules that
would have excluded 40 percent of
the callers from the program, the
FCC "makes the Caller I.D. product more valuable to the typical
consumer" who buys it, Pasco said.
He called the service "an electronic peephole, like the hole in your
door that lets you look out before
you decide whether to answer."
He also said Pacific Bell is planning a $35 million program to
educate customers about Caller
I.D. and their ability to block it.
But PLTC lawyer Mark Fogelman
said PacBell has acknowledged
that no more than half the customers are likely to understand
their options.
"Millions of Calico) iiia citizens
who are paying for unlisted numbers will have those numbers go
out without their knowledge and
consent if they don’t get educated," Fogelman said.

Gates sees Mic rosoft lobbying Washington to fight restrictions
\
BEVERLY 1111 .1
Computer software magnate Bill
Gates
said
Wednesday
his
Microsoft Corp. may have to turn
lobbyist because of potential regulation of the Internet.
"Unfortunately, it means we’re
going to have to spend some time
in Washington, D.C. In the first 15
years of Microsoft history, we never
visited Washington," Gates said
Wednesday.
But legal ambiguity about such
issues as who might be liable for
remarks in an on-line chat room
the user or the company which
created the forum require that
Microsoft’s voice be heard, Gates
said.
"It’s very important in this environment to establish who’s responsible," he said.
The specter of too many rules
reqttires that Microsoft break its
tradition, said Gates, chairman
and CEO of Microsoft Corp.
Gates has taken general stands
on issues such as free trade, but

like many in California’s high-tet h.
politics-shy Silicon Valley, has
refrained from lobbying on specific issues.
Addressing a meeting of the
Hollywood Radio & Television
Society at the Beverly Wilshire
Hotel, Gates did not give further
details of how Microsoft, the
world’s largest software company,
will proceed in Washington.
Gates spoke glowingly about a
wide-open future of personal computers and advised his entertainment industry audience to get with
the program.
"We say this is the information
age. What the heck do we mean?
We mean there are tools that allow
us to get information easily," Gates
said.
He advised that anybody working in the entertainment industry
should be using electronic mail.
"At Microsoft we got rid of
paper forms" and have gone strictly to e-mail communication. Gates
said.
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Fox also has said that it intends
to launch a challenge to CNN.
"I think somebody’s gonna lose
money. It’s a risky business," he
said.
Gates said Microsoft probably
wouldn’t be jumping into too
many other new ventures like the
so-called MSNBC or other on-line
commercial outings.
"There’s ust a few, and then
well he set,’ he said without providing details.
A lighter moment carne when
Gates was asked about the lavish
home he’s building in Washington
state at a reported cost of $35 million.
"I wish it was $35 million," he
replied. "les just like a movie budget. It’s hard to stop when you get
going."
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tion, both personal and business,
will increasingly be conducted via
e-mail and more user-friendly
computers will spur that trend.
Within four to six years, he predicted. people will be able to talk
to computers instead of using a
keyboard or cursor.
Gates predicted that the "gold
rush" atmosphere surrounding
the Internet will produce some big
winners among companies trying
to capitalize on the global information sharing vehicle. He cautioned, however, that while a percentage will strike pay dirt, most
won’t.
Asked about the prospects of
Microsoft’s announced joint venture with NBC, an all-news cable
TV channel with an on-line tie-ill,
Gates agreed the market is getting

David.’ was the most
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mem do cue), said he did not
know about the higher price until
December.
The cost of Bay Bridge repairs
has risen because of the difficulty
of the job. "We’re essentially pit>
!leering," said chief Caltrans engineer James Roberts.
Caltrans engineers said they
want to make the bridge strong
enough to survive 45 seconds of
shaking from an 8.3 magnitude
quake on the San Andreas fault or
from a 7.5 magnitude Hayward
fault quake.
Both the eastern and western
sections of the bridge rest on foundations less sturdy than originally
thought.

less than is needed for the has
Bridge work alone.
Oppotients of Proposition 192
on the March 26 ballot attacked
the price of Bay Bridge work
Wednesday’ as another reason to
defeat the measure, saying the
bond proposal does not provide
enough money and would limit
other funding sources.
Goy. Pete Wilson’s administration had pot it as ed the bond measure is adequate to complete seismic retrofitting work on major
highway bridges.
Some Caltrans engineers reportedly knew about the high cost of
Bay Bridge work in time to change
the bond tneasure, but the depart-

More Californians
bankrupt in 1995
Despite signs of
stronger economy,
state filings up
More
SAN I.A ANA (AP)
Californians filed bankruptcy
papers last year than in 1994,
although there was a sharp decline
in businesses seeking to reorganize under bankruptcy court protection.
The total number of bankruptcy
filings, as compiled and released
Wednesday by the Santa Anabased public record service CDB
Infotek, was 183,334 in 1995, up
5.2 percent from 174,252 in 1994.
That seemed at odds with many
assessments of the state economy,
which have generally. been fasorable in recent months. Not mils
has the unemployment rate
hut personal income and tax collections have both increased dramatically, leaying state coffers with
all unexpected surplus.
California accounts for more
than 13 percent of the national
economy and would be the seventh-largest economy it) the world
if it were a nation. Because it is so
large. its four-year recession and
recent signs of strong recovery
have been watched closely far
beyond its borders.
"I don’t really understand it,"
Salomon Bros. regional economist
David Hensley, a California specialist, said of the bankruptcy figures.
Hensley., who is based in New
York, has been predicting vigorous
growth for California.
He speculated that declining
home values in some parts of the
state, combined with the interest
rate spike in 1994, might have
been enough to push more people into bankruptcy a year later.
Total bankruptcy filings peaked
at 197,943 in 1992. However, the
people who wound up in bankruptcy court last year were deeper
in debt than in 1092.
Ted Gibson, principal econoCalifornia
mist
for
the
Department of Finance, also was
surprised by the figures and said
they perhaps were attributable to
falling home prices. Gibson said
he didn’t think they reflect the
outlook for jobs, which is increasing, but rather lingering personal
credit problems.
The bankruptcy filings seemed

to have increased the most in the
interior regions of the state where
home prices declined the most last
year.
Sacramento
example,
For
County bankruptcy filings were up
by 17.2 percent in 1995, San
15
percent,
Bernardino by
Riverside by 18.8 percent and
Fresno by 15.5 percent.
Bankruptcies declined in parts
of Southern California and the
Bay Area. The decline was 3.0 percent in San Mateo County, 2.1 percent in Ventura County and 2.9
percent in Los Angeles County.
An especially severe rise came in
many rural counties. Amador,
Tuolumne and San Benito counties had year-over-year increases in
the 35 percent-to-40 percent
range.
The decline in Chapter 11 filings, which give businesses a
respite from creditors, is more in
keeping with other signs that the
econoinic recovery in California is
taking hold. Chapter 11 filings
were down 24.8 percent from
3,814 in 1994 to 2,870 last year,
CDB Infotek reported.
Chapter 13 filings, in which
reorganize
their
individuals
finances under supervision by a
court-appointed trustee, increased
5.3 percent from 34,869 to 36,702
last year.
The most common bankruptcy
proceeding was Chapter 7 filings,
in which assets are liquidated to
pay debts. They rose 6.1 percent
from 136,931 in 1994 to 144,261
last year.
of
amount
The
median
declared debt for a voluntary
Chapter 7 bankruptcy was $60,176
last year, up 22 percent from
$49,321 the year before. In 1992 it
was $37,865, CDB Infotek reported.
Rick Rozar, CDB’s chief execufrom
aftershocks
tive,
said
California’s four-year earthquake
of recession in the early ’90s are
still being felt. And with home
prices down sharply, people are
less likely to be able to borrow
against their home equity to get
them through tough times, he
said.
The numbers include all bankruptcy filings, individual and commercial. Multiple filings under different names were counted only
once, said John Karevoll, a
researcher who helped CDB
process its data.

QUALCOMM’S
PUTTING THE
BALL IN YOUR
COURT.
See us at Westech in Santa
Clara, February 5th & 6th,
If you’re about to graduate, and you’re

looking for something more than just a
job, take a look a QUAL(:OMM. As a
leader in the digital wireless
comnitinications industry, our growth
literally knows no boundaries. hist ask Lisa Wang,
’92 UCSI) graduate and a current Qualcomm employee. We have
cwellent 4,111,4(1111in,, Avall.11,11. pit i,uuii.IcvtI:

ASSOCIATE ACCOUNTANTS AND
FINANCIAL ANALYSTS
blest are ideal
for high achievers with a ItA/ItS in
Accounting or hri.m,e. Familiarity with Windows, PCs, MS
I ,,,.I/Word essent, Voti must be a self-motivated, team -player
iii lots of initiatise and strong analytical/communication skills.
If you can’t meet with us at Westech, check us out on the Web a
latri/www.qualcomm.com/ QUALCOMM is an equal
opportunity employer.
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